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Our classroom programmes have been running smoothly this term.
The Junior Room children are busy growing sunflowers, writing bee stories
(which will soon be displayed over at Mrs Woolly’s), and excitedly waiting
for the chicks to hatch. The Senior Room have been learning about the
pollination process and have written pick a path stories. The Year 8’s have
started writing their end of year speeches. Both classes are making art
works to display at ‘Art on the Green’ on Sunday 28 November.
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Due to the implementation of the Government Vaccine Mandate
today, we are requesting that parents who have not yet had their first dose
to please drop off and pick up their children from the entrance to the
school grounds.
As the power company has advised us they are doing major works in
the area on Friday 26 November we have decided to relocate to
Paradise for the day. Our plan is to leave school at 9:45am and visit the
Glenorchy Animal Farm before heading out to Paradise for lunch, a walk
and some games. We will require some parent help with this. In line with
the vaccine mandate, only parents who are vaccinated will be able to
join us. Please let Gorettie know as soon as possible if you are able to
attend and can help provide transport so we can complete the required
paperwork in time.
We have been considering our options for how we can hold Prize
Giving this year given the current covid environment. To that end, we
have made the decision to hold it on Monday 29 December at school with
our students and parents of Year 8 students only.
Thank you to everyone who came along to help plant the native trees
on the Board Walk with DoC on Friday 5 November. It was great to have
so much support with this.
Thank you to Ivan Strang and Mike Spencer for kindly donating their
time to install the new cover on the tunnel house and setting up the
irrigation system in it.
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Paula, Nicole, Roshell and Gorettie

